The Ontario Energy Board’s (the “Board”) Reporting and Record Keeping
Requirements for Gas Utilities requires under rule 2.1.12 that annually, by the
last day of the sixth month after financial year end, the utilities file an audited
report off the actual results compared to the Board approved demand side
management plan with explanations of variances.
The results of the gas utilities are as follows:
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1. INTRODUCTION
ECONorthwest was asked by Union Gas Limited (Union) in consultation with the Evaluation
and Audit Committee (EAC) to conduct an audit of the Union Gas DSM 2008 Annual Report.
The structure of this audit is different than those that ECONorthwest has conducted in prior years
in that there was no detailed review of project files by the auditor for a sample of custom
projects. A review of project files was conducted by third party engineering firms as part of
Union Gas’ 2008 DSM evaluation. Consequently, the audit was limited to a more general review
of the 2008 savings estimates and reviewing the supporting research provided by Union for these
programs. Throughout this process, Union was very responsive and provided us with all the
requested background materials in a timely manner.
The tasks completed as part of the 2008 audit include the following:
•

Audited the draft 2008 Annual Report to identify if there are claims made by Union
that have not been substantiated.

•

Compared the overall evaluation approach with that stated in the DSM Annual Report
including a review of the completeness of the evaluation work and participant
tracking procedures.

•

Verified that the calculation methodology and assumptions used in calculating the
SSM incentive adhered to Board approved methods.

•

Considered and responded to EAC comments on Union Gas’s DSM 2008 Annual
Report.

•

Considered and responded to EAC comments on earlier draft versions of the 2008
Audit Report.

•

Reviewed studies conducted in support of the DSM Annual Report.

•

Identified assumptions underlying Union Gas’s DSM program design strategy and
TRC calculation that should be modified prospectively.

•

Identified opportunities to enhance the assumptions used to calculate the SSM and
LRAM that should be addressed in future evaluation work.

•

Replicated the savings and TRC amounts reported in the SSM.

•

Reviewed the DSMVA calculations.

•

Reviewed two third party engineering reports that evaluated the savings estimates for
a sample of custom commercial, industrial, and agricultural projects.

•

Interviewed the firms that conducted the engineering reviews.
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•

Reviewed a Navigant report that provides savings values for various measures that
have been adopted for 2010 as planning assumptions.

•

Reviewed the sampling methodology for custom projects developed by Summit Blue

•

Reviewed Union Gas survey results used for 2008 market transformation activities

•

Assessed the underlying assumptions used in savings estimates

•

Reviewed Beslin studies used to determine installation rates for ESK measures.

Our review focused on the 2008 program areas as defined in the 2008 Annual Report:
•

Residential Sector
o New Home Construction
o Home Retrofit

•

Residential-Low Income
o Helping Homes Conserve

•

Commercial Sector
o New Building Construction
o Building Retrofit, Audit Programs

•

Distribution Contract
o Custom Projects, Audit Programs

•

Market Transformation
o Drain Water Heat Recovery

The level of savings and TRC benefits associated with the program sectors as reported by Union
in the 2008 Annual Report is shown in Table 1. (This table is consistent with Table 3.1 in the
draft 2008 Annual Report).
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Table 1: 2008 Program Savings and Net Benefits (TRC) From Union’s 2008 Draft
Annual Report
Program Area

Participants

Gas Savings
(m3 000s )

Net TRC
(000s)

Residential

405,992

7,188

$25,949

Low Income

35,699

1,575

$5,949

Commercial

85,549

26,164

$79,409

189

38,884

$147,524

Distribution Contract
Market Transformation

$(347)

Other Direct Program Costs

$4,772

Indirect Program Costs

$1,700

Total All Programs

527,429

73,811

$252,013

2. REVIEW OF DSMVA CALCULATIONS
A separate task in this audit was to review the calculations used to determine the Demand Side
Management Variance Account (DSMVA) adjustment. This involved reviewing the values input
by Union into the TRC spreadsheet provided for the audit review. Union provided a table of
program costs, but for both program costs and incentives, no further detail was provided other
than what was already presented in the annual report. Our review did not involve any review of
financial records beyond what was included in the TRC spreadsheet.
Based on our review, we accept the DSMVA numbers as reported in the 2008 Annual Report.

3. REVIEW OF SSM CALCULATIONS
As part of this audit, ECONorthwest replicated the SSM calculations as shown in the 2008
Annual Report. This was done by obtaining Excel workbooks from Union that contained all the
savings and TRC calculations and reviewing the calculations to make sure that they were done
correctly and match the numbers shown in the 2008 Annual Report.
The SSM calculations were obtained from Union and then replicated and checked for the
following:
•

Accuracy with the final savings totals shown in the Annual Report

•

Consistency with the agreed upon assumptions for calculation parameters (e.g., free
ridership, per unit savings, savings adjustments)

In our review, we found several minor discrepancies (typos) that we have discussed with Union
during the course of this audit. Union has agreed to make these corrections in the final version of
the report.
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Based on our review, we recommend the following adjustments be made to the 2008 SSM claim:
•

Use the average baseline efficiency estimate from the Seeline boiler study.

•

For the Building Retrofit programmable thermostat program, adjust participation in
the Hotel/Motel and Multifamily segments to 1 participant per address or business.
Implementing this adjustment reduces participation from 3,698 to 3,307 and results in
an 11 percent reduction in TRC for that program, from $6,468,874 to $5,784,902.

•

Apply the audit savings adjustments to the total 2008 program savings value for the
distribution contract custom projects. The audit adjustment rates are 1.05 for gas, 2.2
for electricity, and 1.22 for water. These adjustments replace the average adjustment
factors recommended by the evaluator, which were 1.1 for natural gas, 0.37 for
electricity, and 1.22 for water.

•

Decrease the commercial custom project savings by 30 percent to account for
concerns the audit has with the third party engineering review conducted for these
projects. This adjustment replaces the adjustment factors recommended by the
evaluators, which were 0.96 for natural gas, 0.86 for electricity, and 1.03 for water.

Additional detail on these recommended changes is provided below.

4. REVIEW OF LRAM CALCULATIONS
The LRAM calculation provided by Union was reviewed in this audit and was found to be
generally calculated correctly using the same gas savings values utilized in the 2008 SSM
calculation provided in the 2008 Annual Report.
Given that the LRAM calculations are to be made with best information currently available, we
recommend that the following change be made for the 2008 LRAM calculation:
•

Adopt the savings values from the Navigant report Measure and Assumptions for
Demand Side Management (DSM) Planning (April 16, 2009).

•

Use the average baseline efficiency estimate from the Seeline boiler study.

Note that we have not done a thorough review of the Navigant report as this was outside the
scope of this audit. The recommendation is being made as a matter of convenience, as the
Navigant values have already been approved by the OEB for use in Union’s 2010 DSM
planning.
Table 2 shows the original values for SSM, TRC, and LRAM from the 2008 Annual Report and
with the changes recommended as part of the 2008 Audit. If the changes recommended by the
2008 Audit are adopted, we believe that the TRC savings, SSM amount recoverable, LRAM
amount recoverable and DSMVA amount recoverable are correctly calculated using reasonable
assumptions, based on data that have been gathered and recorded using reasonable methods and
accurate in all material respects, and following the rules and principles set down by the Ontario
Energy Board.
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Table 2: Audit Adjustments to SSM, TRC, LRAM, and DSMVA
Account

2008 Annual
Report

2008 Audit Value

% Change

Gas Savings SSM (m3 000’s)

73,811

73,250

-0.8%

Gas Savings LRAM (m3 000’s)

65,875

61,852

-6.1%

SSM

$8,695,500*

$8,695,500*

0%

TRC

$252,012,957

$262,754,220

+4.3%

DSMVA
(Total Program Spending)

$20,258,900

$20,258,900

0%

* The SSM payout is capped at $8,695,500. The actual calculated annual report SSM was $8,737,400 and the
calculated audit SSM value was $9,333,500.

The following sections present audit findings as they relate to the residential and business sector
programs. In most cases, the savings estimates were consistent with the methods and values set
for the 2008 programs as part of the Settlement Proposal. We have provided suggestions for
evaluation research to improve the savings estimates for future years.

5. RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM AUDIT RESULTS
For the Residential programs, we reviewed the savings calculations as well as some of major
assumptions and evaluation research that is used in developing the savings estimates. The audit
process also involved investigating specific issues raised by the EAC. The programs reviewed
included:
•

New Home Construction

•

Home Retrofit

•

Low Income

We also reviewed an evaluation report completed by Summit Blue Canada that addressed free
ridership values for selected measures.1 While we have expressed concerns with this report in a
previous audit for Enbridge, at the request of the EAC we will not repeat our comments here.

5.1 NEW HOME CONSTRUCTION
The Union Gas Home Construction program currently pays builders a $100 incentive for each
ENERGY STAR home. There is no supporting evaluation research indicating that the $100
incentive is having any affect on the decision to build a new home to the ENERGY STAR
standard.

1

Residential Measure Free Ridership and Inside Spillover Study, June 4, 2008.
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Given the small rebate relative to overall home building costs and the incremental costs
associated with meeting the higher standard, it seems extremely unlikely that this program is
having any significant effect on the new construction market. We recommend that Union Gas
conduct some evaluation research in this area to demonstrate the effectiveness of this program
for future years.
We understand from Union that the ENERGY STAR program will no longer be offered in 2009.
If there are plans to replace it with a similar residential new construction program, we
recommend that no savings be allowed for this program in future years unless there is supporting
evaluation research showing that the program activities and incentives are influencing builder
behavior.

5.2 OTHER RESIDENTIAL ISSUES RAISED BY THE AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE
Additional issues raised by the Audit Subcommittee are listed below, along with the information
obtained during the audit addressing these issues.
Showerhead savings – are savings adjusted to reflect the amount of household showering that
is affected by the new showerheads installed by the program?
This issue was eventually resolved through conversations with Union and the EAC. Based on
these discussions, we have determined that the savings values have been applied correctly for
this measure in the Annual Report.

6. COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AUDIT RESULTS
The major business market program issues examined by the audit are described below, followed
by a discussion of specific issues raised by the Audit Subcommittee on these programs.
As part of the audit, we reviewed the sampling process used to select projects for the engineering
review. We also reviewed the two studies completed by engineering firms to review the savings
estimates for custom projects for commercial customer and direct contract customers. Our
review was limited to reviewing the reports and discussing the results with the engineers who
managed these projects. Other research reports on boiler efficiency and pre-rinse spray valves
were also reviewed.

6.1 PROJECT SAMPLING
The sampling method used for evaluating the custom projects is consistent with the method
agreed on for the 2008 program year. However, we have several issues with the current sampling
method and recommend that it be modified in future years. Key recommendations include the
following:
1. Develop a stratified sampling method that has very large projects included in the
evaluation sample. This can be accomplished by developing a “certainty” stratum where
large projects are sampled with certainty for the evaluation.
2. Adopt a larger sample size. We understand that the sample size was set in an agreement
with the OEB for 2008. However, given the wide range of business and measure types
Union Gas: 2008 DSM Audit
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covered by the custom projects (and the suggested modifications discussed below), the
sample size should be increased in order to achieve a 90/10 relative precision level for
important sub-categories of customer types and measures.
3. Apply results of the evaluated sample and audit review to the entire program. This
recommendation was made as part of 2007 Audit and is reiterated in 2008. This is
common evaluation practice and there is no compelling reason for evaluating a sample of
projects unless the results are going to be applied to the entire population.
The remainder of our review of the sampling method focused on the changes made from the
2007 sampling method (beginning on p. 73 of the Annual Report). The relevant changes are
paraphrased and then discussed below.
Change #2 (p73): Recognizing that many projects have both electricity and gas savings, the
researchers reduce the overall sample requirements (relative to drawing independent samples of
projects for gas and for electricity) while maintaining required confidence and precision levels.
This seems a reasonable approach, however the researchers apparently do not examine or even
consider the statistical relationship (i.e., correlation) between expected savings of gas and
electric. The greater the degree of colinearity in expected gas and electric savings, the greater the
ability (and necessity) to exploit this information in developing the sample design. If expected
gas and electric savings are shown to be colinear (i.e., not independent), then the sample should
be selected in a way that jointly considers both fuels.
Change #3 (p74): The researchers state that in addition to stratifying the sample by size of
expected savings, samples would be selected respectively from the six projects with the largest
gas savings and electric savings.
This “rule” does not incorporate actual expected savings for each project. Instead, it creates a
stratum based on the six largest projects by gas savings and another stratum of the six largest
projects based on electricity savings. This approach ignores the relative (or absolute) size of the
projects in each stratum and does not address the question “does stratification result in a
meaningful gain in precision?”
A more statistically valid approach would be to first determine if stratification would lead to a
material increase in precision. If so, then stratification should be done using a formulaic method
that first orders projects in descending order by expected savings and then assigns projects to the
(largest) stratum based on expected savings relative to the aggregate expected savings of all
projects. Although the number of strata is determined by the analyst, the assignment of projects
to a particular strata should be ordered based on expected savings (in addition to any
stratification based on measure type, or other programmatic characteristic) such that the
aggregate savings of projects in each stratum is approximately equal across the k strata. Such a
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methodological approach has the flexibility to be applied to any universe of projects and would
account for the idiosyncratic differences between groups of projects.2
Change #4 (p74): In developing the joint sample of electric and gas savings, “A decision was
made to trade-off a more accurate assessment of gas savings since the EAC has expressed
confidence in the abilities of the utilities to estimate gas savings.”
It is not clear why such a trade-off is necessary. The sample could be optimized such that
projects with both electric and gas savings would contribute to the requirements of the respective
samples.
Change #5 (p74): The researchers state that for each segment projects are first selected only on
electricity TRC benefits. 3 In those instances where there are not enough electric projects to fill
out the stratum, the remaining projects are based on gas.
It is not clear why projects with gas savings would be substituted for non-existent projects with
electrical savings. If the portion of the sample allocated to a particular stratum is greater than the
number of projects in that stratum, then include all of the projects in the sample stratum, but do
not carry-over the remaining sample size for that stratum into another stratum. Stratifying first by
the four segments (NC, BR, MR, and OS) may be appropriate in this instance, but the reasoning
for such stratification should be made. Further stratifying each of these four strata by size may
also be appropriate—but not by assigning an arbitrary number of projects to the first sample
frame and the rest to the second. No clear rational regarding the minimization of variance is
made.
Change #6 (p74): Every stratum has more projects than its target sample size (paraphrase).
This appears to contradict (Change #5) and is unnecessary.
Two-Stage Sampling
Also addressed in Appendix H is the issue of the time required to conduct the analysis of each
project selected in the sample. The sample is drawn in two stages in order to allow more calendar
time for the verification of savings. In principle, this approach is logical and often necessary. In
practice, however, the analyst must be careful not to introduce unintended bias into the sample
by not maintaining a consistent probability of selection for each project.4
The authors state that the first-stage portion of the sample is drawn based on projects installed in
the first three quarters of the project year. In the second stage, the remainder of the sample is

2

For more information on comparing the precision of simple and stratified random samples and on structuring a
stratified random sample, see Cochran, 1977, Sampling Techniques.
3

Segments refer to New Construction (NC), Building Renovation (BR), Multi-Residential (MR), and Other Sectors,
such as agriculture.
4

The issue of bias is relevant regardless of whether or not the probability of selection of a project is weighted by the
expected energy savings of the project.
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drawn based on projects installed in the fourth quarter and those projects installed in the first
three quarters, but not selected in the first sample. This method violates the assumption of equal
probability of selection because projects in the first stage have a different probability of selection
than projects in the second stage. Without a properly developed post-hoc weighting scheme, the
findings from the sample may be biased in an unknown direction (i.e., indicate either greater or
lesser savings that was actually achieved).
Recommendations for Next Round of Sampling
What is the optimal number of strata? There are two issues to consider in answering this: how
does variance decrease as the number of strata increase and how does an increase in the number
of strata affect cost? The purpose of stratifying the DSM projects by expected savings is to
reduce cost. Stratification reduces sample variance, which in turns reduces the sample size
necessary to meet precision requirements (relative to simple random sampling). Fieldwork—
especially for custom commercial and industrial projects—is expensive. The optimal sample
design is the one that meets precision (and any other) requirements at the lowest cost. This is
achieved through stratification.
How should size of expected energy savings be incorporated into stratification?5 There are a
number of methods to develop the stratification. Regardless of method, the objective is to
minimize sample variance. One approach is to sort the projects in descending order of expected
savings. Starting at the top of the list, create a running tally of the cumulative expected saving of
the projects. Divide the cumulative savings of all projects by the number of strata to get the
target savings per stratum. Beginning at the top, allocate each consecutive project into stratum 1
until the cumulative savings of the stratum is (approximately) equal to the target savings per
stratum. Once this is done, continue down the list, allocating projects into stratum 2 until the
cumulative savings is approximately equal to the target savings per stratum. Continue this
process until all projects are assigned to a stratum.
Random Sampling with Replacement. Setting aside that it may be desirable to weight the
probability of sample selection by expected savings, a fundamental characteristic of random
sampling for program evaluations is that all projects have an equal and unchanging likelihood of
selection into the sample.6 Although there is added complexity to the overall process, this can be
accomplished in multi-stage sampling. We recommend that sampling with replacement is
conducted. This method not only results in simpler formulas for variances estimated from the
sample, but may also allow for a smaller overall number of projects selected in the sample (i.e.,
the same project may be chosen for the sample two or more times).
The following two tables present the result of ECONorthwest’s post-hoc evaluation of the likely
confidence and precision levels associated with the samples drawn for the 2008 custom project

5

Stratification by one or more descriptive criteria (e.g. fuel type, measure type, etc.) may be mandated by the utility.
Such additional stratification does add complexity to the sample design process, however the process of conducting
the stratification by size does not change.

6

Even if a projects probability of selection is based on expected energy savings, the probability of selection should
not change during the selection process.
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TRC. As shown at the bottom of the tables, both samples appear to be sufficient to provide a
better than 90/10 relative precision, although the issues discussed above still remain.
Implicit in the precision calculations below is the assumption that the selection of projects for
M&V evaluation was done in a way consistent with recognized statistical sampling methods. We
did not attempt to replicate the Summit Blue sampling method in these two tables, as more
information would be needed on each custom project and the methods used to implement the
sampling strategy.
Table 3: Evaluation of Confidence & Precision Levels of Commercial Projects
Natural Gas
(Cubic Meters)

Characteristic or Factor

Water
(Liters)

Electricity
(kWh)

Universe of Projects

228

15

42

Expected Savings

8,393,432

36,697,914

9,695,155

Sample Size

24

3

14

Sample Projects as a Percent of
Universe of Projects

29%

97%

76%

Estimated Coefficient of Variation

0.22

NA

NA

Assumed Confidence Level

0.9

NA

NA

Implicit Precision Level**

0.07

NA

NA

Comments

Sample is sufficient to
provide estimates at the
90/07 level of
confidence & precision

Sample represents
such a large percent of
universe, no need to
evaluate confidence &
precision levels

Sample represents
such a large percent of
universe, no need to
evaluate confidence &
precision levels

Source: ECONorthwest analysis of data provided by Union Gas
*Coefficient of variation (CV)= Standard Deviation/Mean. The CV was estimated as the weighted average of the CVs of seven
strata. The strata were developed so as to approximately minimize the weighted average CV of the population.
** The “Implicit Precision Level” is the precision level one could achieve by drawing the sample that was drawn from the universe of
projects and employing a stratification process that minimizes the aggregate coefficient of variation across all strata.
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Table 4: Evaluation of Confidence & Precision Levels of Industrial Projects
Natural Gas
(Cubic Meters)

Characteristic or Factor

Water
(Liters)

Electricity
(kWh)

Universe of Projects

127

17

9

Expected Savings

69,141,550

2,181,094

2,753,905

Sample Size

12

3

4

Sample Projects as a Percent of
Universe of Projects

37%

98%

87%

Estimated Coefficient of Variation*

0.20

NA

NA

Assumed Confidence Level

0.9

NA

NA

Implicit Precision Level**

0.09

NA

NA

Comments

Sample is sufficient to
provide estimates at the
90/07 level of
confidence & precision

Sample represents
such a large percent of
universe, no need to
evaluate confidence &
precision levels

Sample represents
such a large percent of
universe, no need to
evaluate confidence &
precision levels

Source: ECONorthwest analysis of data provided by Union Gas
*Coefficient of variation (CV)= Standard Deviation/Mean. The CV was estimated as the weighted average of the CVs of seven
strata. The strata were developed so as to approximately minimize the weighted average CV of the population.
** The “Implicit Precision Level” is the precision level one could achieve by drawing the sample that was drawn from the universe of
projects and employing a stratification process that minimizes the aggregate coefficient of variation across all strata.

6.2 QUASI-PRESCRIPTIVE SAVINGS CALCULATIONS
Union Gas provided the audit with a spreadsheet of the quasi-prescriptive measures (ERVs,
condensing boilers, and infrared heaters) that was used to establish savings and incentive levels
for new and existing applications of these measures. The condensing boiler and infrared heater
spreadsheet tabs rely on savings factors that incorporate all the relevant assumptions. However,
there is incomplete documentation for these factors (in the materials the utility supplied) and
several assumptions in this spreadsheet may need to be re-visited.
Specific comments include the following:
•

The boiler tab does provide data on the base and measure efficiency levels, and while
the base efficiency level is good for existing buildings, it is likely low for new
construction.

•

The infrared heater tab is missing data on efficiencies. In addition, the estimates for
infrared heaters take credit for reduced electric consumption from the removal of air
handler fans, but there is no indication that gas savings were adjusted for this
reduction in electric use. Also, the electric use value for unit heaters seems quite high
and should be re-checked.

•

The ERV / HRV tabs include assumptions on hours of operation that seem very high
for average conditions. They also include degree-day factors that are potentially
misapplied to buildings such as schools and offices that are not occupied at night.
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6.3 PRE-RINSE SPRAY VALVES
The report Deemed Savings for (Low Flow) Pre-Rinse Spray Nozzles (Energy Profiles Limited,
January 30, 2009) was reviewed as part of the 2008 audit. The report is thorough and has a good
summary of the measured data available and in most regards is satisfactory. The stratification of
the savings estimates are likely a good development, however no criteria for how these
definitions should be applied are provided in the report. This may be very well designed within
the program but given the large difference in savings attributed to these different categories it is
important that the report accurately reflect criteria actually used in the program with specific
attention to borderline cases such as bars and delis.
Two issues were identified that if properly understood might change the savings numbers or the
application of those numbers.
1. Water Savings. The water savings estimates are based upon standardized flow models
for existing and new devices and a measurement of site pressure, but the pressure
adjustment is unclear. The standardized 60psi calculation agrees fairly well with the
measured data in the literature review but the report seems to imply they are adjusting the
measured data to a standardized pressure. Adjustments are then made for the much higher
pressures in the areas they examined. The main literature data used is the Veratec study
which seems to be looking at buildings in the same area and so it seems that water
pressures should be fairly similar to those found in the Union service area. Given these
issues, we do not think that the additional adjustment should be made, especially since
building water pressure likely varies with flow and the tests were likely done when the
restaurant was not in full operation thus have somewhat elevated pressure. Throttling also
does not seem to be accounted for in the savings estimate.
2. Energy Savings. The energy savings calculations are somewhat unclear. It appears that a
seasonal efficiency using the US-DOE water heater model was developed and then
applied to the change in water use. Since the energy factor is a seasonal measure this
procedure would not yield the same answer as a procedure that looked at the impact of
changing the usage.

6.4 BOILER EFFICIENCY STUDY
The Boiler Base Case Efficiency Study (Seeline Group, January 30, 2009) was also reviewed as
part of the 2008 Audit. For new boilers, this report provided great detail in terms of a market
review. It offers significant insight into the boiler world and is thorough. The only issue that we
found is the lack of separation between program and non-program boilers in the analysis. Despite
this, there is little doubt that new boiler efficiency is significantly better than the minimum
available efficiency at this point. This is supported by the report finding that several boiler
manufacturers only sell high efficiency products.
For existing boilers, Union should consider supplementing this study with combustion testing on
a sample of boilers, as this would provide additional support for the findings in this report.
Currently, the report does not include any testing but instead appears to rely primarily on the
report author’s general experience with these measures in the field.
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The report author states that the boiler applications are so varied that it is impossible to develop a
single average baseline efficiency number. The authors also calculate an error range of +/- 8
percent for their average baseline efficiency estimate of 84.3 percent, which results in a wide
range of possible values. We are not sure that this confidence interval has been calculated
correctly but do not have enough information from the report and supporting documents to verify
this.
Despite uncertainty around how the confidence interval is calculated, we believe that the findings
of this report should be used by Union for the 2008 LRAM calculations. This value should also
be incorporated into the boiler quasi-prescriptive spreadsheet tool that was also reviewed as part
of this audit. This tool currently assumes a baseline value of 76 percent seasonal efficiency. If a
difference of 4 percent is assumed between combustion efficiency and seasonal efficiency, the
boiler report estimate of 84.3 percent combustion efficiency is converted to an 80.3 percent
seasonal efficiency. The assumed proposed boiler seasonal efficiency of 88% should remain the
same.
There are two complicating issues surrounding the base and proposed efficiencies that should be
addressed in future evaluation work. First, the proposed efficiency of 92 percent (88 percent
seasonal efficiency) currently used in the boiler spreadsheet has not been evaluated. A
condensing boiler efficiency is limited not only by the boiler but also by the entering water
temperature. In a typical hot water heating system where the return water temperature is 140F,
condensing boiler efficiency can be no better than 87 percent thermal efficiency. Controls and
systems need to be designed for lower return water temperatures to achieve the higher
efficiencies. A 92 percent efficiency implies an average return water temperature of 110F, which
is very cool and it is unlikely that the typical condensing boiler application achieves this level of
performance on average.

6.5 COMMERCIAL CUSTOM PROJECT REVIEW
The firm Jacques Whitford conducted an independent engineering review of the Commercial
Custom program. Their final report Review of 2008 DSM Commercial Sector, Custom Projects
(March 30, 2009) was reviewed as part of the 2008 Audit. The evaluation entailed a review of 23
custom energy efficiency projects and the ECONorthwest audit team reviewed this evaluation
work. We also requested the backup documentation for a sample of these projects (which was
provided by Union) and interviewed the engineer at Jacques Whitford.
For each project, the consultants conducted phone interviews with the business partner or owner
(whoever is on application) and checked the savings calculation procedures to ensure that they
were reasonable. Inputs were assessed, but in general the evaluation team appears to have
accepted the project claims at face value. In some cases the evaluation team compared the
custom savings values with savings from similar measures in literature. No site visits were
conducted as part of the evaluation.
Due to concerns with the limited material presented in the evaluation report, ECONorthwest
reviewed a sampling of the original files for the custom projects. Many of the project files have
little information documenting inputs or other factors crucial to the calculations. In order to
justify the savings for these projects, we recommend that Union Gas require more detailed
information on the background calculations and assumptions for each custom project.
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In most cases, there was not enough detail available to allow the audit to replicate the savings
estimates and verify the underlying assumptions. In order for the audit to be confident in the
commercial custom savings numbers, we recommend that an adjustment factor of 0.70 (i.e.,
savings be reduced by 30 percent) be applied to all commercial custom projects to adjust for
potential errors in the savings calculations. In future years we recommend that zero savings be
allowed for custom projects where savings calculations are not adequately documented and
evaluated.

6.6 DISTRIBUTION CONTRACT CUSTOMERS CUSTOM PROJECTS
The third Party engineering report 2008 Distribution Contract Custom Projects by Diamond
Engineering (March 22, 2009) was also reviewed as part of the 2008 Audit. We also interviewed
the engineer that produced the final report.
The distribution contract customers are responsible for the majority of the commercial sector
energy savings and these projects are generally quite complex and involve custom engineering.
Diamond Engineering reviewed 12 projects (and four of these projects actually represent two
projects that each have two applications). There are two general issues with the savings claims
for the distribution contract projects.
•

The first is that savings are predicated on steady production levels. Given the economic
downturn many of these industrial projects are likely operating significantly below
assumptions in the savings estimates. For example, one 2008 participant recently filed for
bankruptcy.

•

The second is that several of these claims are for repairs to equipment that is no longer
functioning properly. No check exists in the system to distinguish claims for minor
repairs or denies savings claims for repairs to a device whose savings are already
accounted for in the program.

Despite these concerns, overall the evaluation report was fairly comprehensive and thoroughly
examined the savings calculation procedures. The engineer reviewed applications, requested
additional information on the base case estimates and calculations, and visited the site (for a
maximum two hours) to verify installation, expenses, and review assumptions with site staff.
During the site visits, the evaluator asked each customer to restate the project in their own words.
The evaluator described this process as a "light touch" with no direct verification of the data
given by the client. For example, in our discussions with the evaluator he indicated that he did
not check the base case for validity and did not consider deferred maintenance issues in some
cases where it appeared that these might be relevant. He did look at production data to verify that
production levels were reasonably constant between the base case and the site visit.
In most cases, there was not enough detail in the data and project files to allow the audit to
replicate the savings estimates and verify the underlying assumptions. We did review some of
the project files and discuss them with the engineering firms and developed some savings
adjustments. These adjustments were done to correct some errors made by the engineering firm
and to remove some gas savings that are actually electricity savings that were converted to gas
equivalent units as part of the engineering review.
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Based on these factors, the audit adjustment factors for the Distribution Contract custom projects
are 1.05 for gas, 2.2 for electricity, and 1.22 for water. As discussed above, the large rate
adjustment for electricity is primarily due to changing two projects from gas savings to
electricity savings.
We recommend that these adjustments be applied to all 2008 Distribution Contract custom
projects for both the 2008 SSM and LRAM. As with the commercial custom projects, in future
years we recommend that zero savings be allowed for Distribution Contract custom projects
where savings calculations are not adequately documented and evaluated. Some of the specific
items we recommend including in each custom project file are discussed below.

6.7 CUSTOM PROJECT REVIEW SUMMARY
For both the commercial and distribution contract custom projects, we strongly urge that more
formal and detailed evaluation procedures be established for custom projects that include a
minimum amount of documentation on key savings parameters. The third party engineers should
also be provided with more direction on how the savings should be determined for evaluation
purposes (e.g., determining the appropriate baseline, documentation required for each project,
etc.).
There are a few projects in which electrical generation is added where the added generator (with
its hypothetical gas use) is used as a base case to calculate savings. Gas savings is claimed in
these cases even though gas usage does not change or even increases. It is unclear if these are
appropriate projects for claiming savings if consumption increases; they certainly should receive
a higher level of scrutiny in the evaluation.
We also recommend that all custom projects have an engineering review (perhaps conducted by
Union staff as part of the rebate application process) that screens for and asks for documentation
of basic inputs to savings calculations. Hours of operation and assumed temperatures should
have a few sentences about their origin (e.g., facility operations staff estimate, measurement,
manufacturer) and whether there was any check of these numbers. The project files should also
include information on gas usage at the customer site.
Given the diverse nature of the custom projects, it is difficult to generalize on what type of
information should be collected and maintained by Union in each project file. The overall goal is
to keep enough information on each project so that a third party reviewer (evaluation or auditor)
can come in and clearly see how the savings were calculated and (more importantly) understand
the source for all the key savings calculation inputs.
Information that we recommend be kept for all custom projects includes the following:
•
•
•
•

Engineering study (if completed as part of project)
Documentation of whether the project involves an expansion of production capacity
Historical billing data prior to equipment installation.
Assumptions regarding baseline conditions and (importantly) the source for the
assumptions (e.g., estimated by evaluator, customer, manufacturer/vendor, industry
literature, etc.)
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•
•
•

•

Assumed operating hours for equipment and source for assumption (e.g., customer,
historical customer data, vendor, manufacturer, etc.)
For product claims of savings, these should be backed up with independent evaluation
research (literature) or by customer billing data showing the savings (if there is
sufficient post-installation data available in time for the evaluation).
For situations where energy simulations and electronic calculators are used to
estimate savings all input and output information should be saved and the calculation
tool identified. Information on the source for all key input assumptions should be
clearly documented. In some cases measurements might be appropriate. This will
help the evaluator determine if the inputs are reasonable (like stratified ceiling
temperature). If the information on the inputs is not available, the evaluator should
not just accept the savings estimate at face value but instead develop a new estimate
based on what they consider reasonable parameters. This should also be clearly
documented so that an auditor can review.
More information about measure context should be gathered by Union and reviewed
during the evaluation. For EMS controls, this includes documenting which end uses
are being included in the savings estimate (EMS savings are currently calculated as a
percentage of overall building energy use). If the measure is EMS for multiresidential, then applying a savings fraction developed for general commercial
buildings should raise some flags. It should be clear whether in-unit gas and electric
use is included in the overall usage numbers for the site and adjustments made for
usage that is not controlled. For boiler measures impacting cycling or standby losses,
this would involve a review of the operating characteristics to insure that savings
factors appropriate to space heating load boilers are not being applied to boilers with
block loads.

It is not feasible for the evaluator to collect all this information after the project has been
completed. We recommend that Union Gas develop a procedure where they maintain a file on
each custom project and develop a checklist for the key information requirements. This will
ensure that relevant information is collected as the project progresses and will be readily
available later when the evaluation begins.
Finally, we recommend that more time and resources should be devoted to evaluating these
projects to ensure that the evaluators are able to delve deeper into the custom savings issues.
Based on the RFP and contracts developed by Union for both engineering firms, only very
general guidance was provided as to how the savings should be verified and evaluated for the
custom projects.

6.8 OTHER BUSINESS MARKET ISSUES RAISED BY THE AUDIT SUBCOMMITTEE
Clarify what is meant by text in Annual Report regarding “uniqueness” of IR installations.
Union confirmed that the term “uniqueness” was meant to communicate that they did not double
count any IR installations.
Commercial Programmable Thermostats—savings are deemed on a per building basis (not per
thermostat). Are savings numbers adjusted appropriately to account for this?
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This issue was discussed with Union during the audit and it was confirmed that Union makes no
additional adjustment on the savings values for buildings receiving multiple thermostats. We
have recommended that the savings values for thermostats be limited to one thermostat per
building in the hotel and multi-family installations. There are likely adjustments that should be
made for other building types (e.g., office, institutional, etc.) but it appears that the hotel and
multi-family installations likely overstate the savings the most. Future work should be done by
Union to develop an adjustment factor for other building types. The Navigant report does
provide thermostat savings for different segments, which will be an improvement if these
estimates are adopted.
Commercial / Institutional / Multi-family showerheads—was the verification sample for these
large enough to provide reliable results?
Union provided information on showerhead tracking and verification to the audit team for
review. This included a description of the verification procedure plus documentation for some of
the installations. It appears that the process used (involving either a phone or site visit for each
customer) is adequate for verifying these installations. We did not attempt to independently
verify any of these installations as part of this audit.
TRC calculations for individual custom projects—do any individual projects fail the TRC test?
Union provided the audit team with a spreadsheet containing the individual custom project TRC
calculations. There were no individual projects that failed the TRC test.
Steam traps—are savings claimed for audits or just replacements? What measure life is
assumed?
This issue was discussed with Union as part of the audit and it was determined that savings are
claimed only for steam trap replacements and not just the steam trap audit. Union claims a
measure life of 7-10 years for steam traps in 2008. During the course of the audit, it was agreed
to by Union and the EAC that a measure life of 7 to 10 years would be used for 2008.
We reviewed the Enbridge study used to justify the 13-year measure life and concluded that this
study is flawed and does not provide adequate support for the measure life assumption. This
study uses a sample of only four sites and uses a linear extrapolation to estimate measure life.
Both of these are inappropriate, as the sample size is far too small to result in a reliable estimate.
The linear approximation is also not an appropriate method to estimate measure life, as the
failure process is unlikely to be linear in nature. A more traditional approach such as a using a
discrete choice model to estimate the failure rate should be used with a much larger sample.
Due to time and budget constraints, we did not come up with an alternative suggestion for the
steam trap measure life as part of this audit.
Navigant study of savings values for 2010—should these be used for LRAM in 2008?
The report was given a general review, but we were not able to provide measure-level
recommendations for the 2008 LRAM given time and budget constraints for this audit. Given
that the Navigant study appears to be the latest information available, we recommend that they
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be used for the 2008 LRAM as a matter of convenience given the timing of the audit and the fact
that these values have already been approved for use in the 2010 Union program planning. This
should not be construed as an endorsement by the audit to use these values in future years, as we
have not reviewed the underlying calculations.
A general comment is that most of the measures covered by the Navigant report are for a certain
group or class of buildings. Care must be taken that they are applied within the programs
appropriately. For example, many of the residential and non-residential measures save gas and
electric. Often these savings seem to be assuming that cooling is present. When applied, will the
savings estimates be clearly modified for this when cooling is not present? The existing
residential ceiling insulation assumes buildings built prior to 1980 with R10 insulation. Are these
savings numbers to be used everywhere, both in places with no insulation and places with more
insulation?
Additionally, many of the heating equipment measures have savings expressed as annual gas use
per unit capacity per hour. Given the very wide range of interior heat loads in commercial
buildings this is a number that is sensitive to lots of variables. The methodology and case
weights for this generalized number should be reviewed.
2009 Targets – verify that this calculation has been done correctly
We have reviewed the 2009 target savings values with Union and confirm that these have been
calculated correctly.

7. MARKET TRANSFORMATION
We reviewed the work completed by Union to show progress on its market transformation
programs. In general, the surveys that Union fielded are adequate for measuring progress on the
various metrics that have been established for these programs. We also want to emphasize that
progress on these metrics should be considered valid only when the increase in the metrics is
statistically significant. The 2008 results were all statistically significant from the baseline, but
we recommend that statistical significance be adopted as a formal policy for all market
transformation metrics. We also recommend that some additional survey question responses be
used to collect more detail on the various progress metrics.
The Union Gas market transformation program targeted the Drain Water Heat Recovery
(DWHR) technology to the residential new construction sector in 2007 and 2008. Union Gas
developed several market transformation metrics to assess progress toward its goals. According
to the Union Gas 2008 Demand Side Management Annual Report, the metrics are:
•
•
•
•

Number of builders enrolled in the program
Overall number of units installed
Both customer & builder awareness of technology
Builders’ level of promotion

Union Gas utilizes internal program tracking data and customer and builder surveys to measure
the market status. Figure 1 shows the program’s Market Transformation Scorecard from the
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Union Gas 2008 Annual Report, which records progress toward each metric. The metrics are
divided between ultimate outcomes and market effects. We assume the program’s ultimate
outcomes—the number of builders enrolled and number of units installed—are tracked by
internal program databases, as there is no survey instrument designation within the Scorecard.
Figure 1. 2008 Market Transformation Scorecard Results

We reviewed the survey results for the customer awareness, builder knowledge, and builder
promotion metrics and found that they were consistent with what was reported in the Annual
Report. The builder knowledge survey results were not statistically significant from the prior
survey at the 95 percent level.7 The other metrics did have significantly different survey results
from the prior survey.
While the survey questions technically measure progress toward the associated market
transformation metrics, in some cases there may be ways to improve the question design. We
offer the following suggestions:
•

Define the various levels of familiarity. Currently, the Customer and Builder Surveys
ask how familiar the respondent is with the DWHR technology. However, various
respondents may have different interpretations of what it means to be “very familiar”
with a technology versus other levels of familiarity. For greater consistency and
transparency of survey results, Union Gas may want to consider offering definitions for
each answer category. For example, for the Customer Survey, “very familiar” =
thoroughly understand how the technology works and its benefits; “somewhat familiar” =
know somewhat how the technology works and its benefits; not very familiar = have
heard of the technology but don't know much about it, etc.

7

The combined 95 percent confidence interval has a range of 17.2 percent, which exceeds the 17 percent difference
between the average values from each survey (58 percent and 75 percent). At the 90 percent level of confidence, the
survey results are significantly different. Since the 95 percent confidence level was reported by Union in 2007 and
2008, that is the standard applied in the 2008 Audit. In future years, the confidence level should be set by Union and
the EAC prior to beginning any evaluation work.
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For builders, the definitions might be slightly different, i.e., very familiar = thoroughly
understand how to install the equipment, how to maintain it, how it works, and its
benefits; somewhat familiar = know somewhat how install the equipment, how to
maintain it, how it works, and its benefits; not very familiar = have heard of the
technology but don't know much about it, etc.
•

Expand the answer categories for builder promotion of the technology. In the Builder
Survey, the answer categories to question A4 could be revised in order to provide more
information about the builder’s level of promotion of the DWHR technology.
Specifically, the second answer category “we offer it as an optional installation to home
buyers” does not reveal how much the builder advocates the technology to their
customers. We suggest that this second answer category be expanded into several answer
choices so that the survey instrument can better appraise the builder’s degree of
endorsement. For example: 1) We offer it as an optional installation to homebuyers, but
do not recommend it more than other options, and, 2) We offer it as an optional
installation to homebuyers and recommend it.

•

Accept progress on market transformation metrics only in cases where there is a
statistically significant change. This was a recommendation from the 2007 audit and is
reiterated again for 2008. We recommend in the future that progress on each metric only
be counted if there are statistically significant differences across survey years at the 95
confidence level. We also recommend that the confidence bounds for the specific
questions used to measure market transformation progress be included in the Annual
Report.

8. AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
We found that the 2008 Annual Report generally conformed to the methods agreed upon for
these programs. As discussed above, we were unable to conduct a detailed review of the custom
savings estimates due to the limited information available in the third party engineering reports
completed for the 2008 evaluation.
We recommend the following adjustments be applied to the 2008 DSM results:
•

Adjust commercial thermostat savings values for hotels and multi-family to include
only one thermostat per site.

•

Savings for commercial custom projects be reduced by 30 percent for gas, water, and
electricity.

•

For the Distribution Contract custom projects, apply an adjustment factor of 1.05 for
gas savings, 2.2 for electricity savings, and 1.22 for water savings.

•

Use the boiler efficiency baseline estimate from the Seeline study.

We recommend that the following adjustments be made to future DSM claims (2009 onward):
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•

Do not claim savings for ENERGY STAR homes under the current program design.

•

Disallow savings for custom projects that are not adequately documented and/or
evaluated.

•

Only allow market transformation claims when the relevant survey results show
statistically significant progress from the baseline.

Table 2 shows the original values for SSM, TRC, and LRAM from the 2008 Annual Report and
with the changes recommended as part of the 2008 Audit. If the changes recommended by the
2008 Audit are adopted, we believe that the TRC savings, SSM amount recoverable, LRAM
amount recoverable and DSMVA amount recoverable are correctly calculated using reasonable
assumptions, based on data that have been gathered and recorded using reasonable methods and
accurate in all material respects, and following the rules and principles set down by the Ontario
Energy Board.
Table 5: Audit Adjustments to SSM, TRC, LRAM, and DSMVA
Account

2008 Annual
Report

2008 Audit Value

% Change

73,811

73,250

-0.8%

65,875

61,852

-6.1%

SSM

$8,695,500*

$8,695,500*

0%

TRC

$252,012,957

$262,754,220

+4.3%

DSMVA
(Total Program Spending)

$20,258,900

$20,258,900

0%

Gas Savings SSM (m3 000’s)
3

Gas Savings LRAM (m 000’s)

* The SSM payout is capped at $8,695,500. The actual calculated annual report SSM was $8,737,400 and the
calculated audit SSM value was $9,333,500.

The following are recommendations for future evaluation research.
•

Conduct new free ridership studies (both residential and commercial) with the
survey questions and scoring methods thoroughly vetted prior to fielding the
survey. This will allow for a study to be completed that provides results that can be
applied with confidence to the savings estimates. We also recommend a method that
utilizes fewer questions with a less complicated weighting scheme. Having the survey
questions and scoring method reviewed prior to fielding the survey will help ensure
that the study produces results that can be used in the net savings calculations.

•

Use larger samples for engineering review, covering the major equipment types
and end uses. Future engineering reviews should utilize larger project samples so
that statistically representative samples for the major measures and end uses within
sectors are represented. This will allow the sample results to be extrapolated to the
population with a greater degree of confidence. Additional suggestions for the custom
project sampling are included in the main body of this report.
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•

More project detail needed in the engineering review report. For the projects
reviewed by the third party engineers, much more detail should be made available.
This includes any engineering site or design reports, documentation of assumptions
used to calculate savings, information on existing equipment, and any other
information that is necessary for an auditor to see how savings are calculated and to
have confidence in the underlying savings calculation parameters. Examples of the
types of documentation that should be maintained and the types of issues that should
be addressed in the evaluation are discussed in the main body of this audit report.

•

Conduct research on effectiveness of ENERGY STAR new home construction
rebates. It seems unlikely that these rebates are having any effect on the new
construction market. Research demonstrating the incremental benefits of these rebates
on builder behavior should be conducted for future program years. No savings claims
should be allowed in future years if a similar program is implemented without
supporting evaluation research that has been thoroughly vetted.
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